MobileNAV is THE ULTIMATE mobile solution for Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central
MobileNAV is a well-known solution in the Dynamics ERP world. It has been on the market for six years, sold by more than 200 partners and used by more than 5000 users worldwide.

When we started to develop MobileNAV, it was a challenge to make a much better mobile app for out-of-office activities than the existing ones. We knew the needs and we had the technologies to assemble a comprehensive solution. With time we’ve realized the features are forming themselves to bundles for general and specialized applications. Five business specific solution were born with many unique features.

MobileNAV is THE ULTIMATE mobile solution for Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central / NAV. It ensures online and offline work for typical out-of-office ERP activities, like sales, service and project management. Furthermore, it guarantees real-time tracking of your business for example in the warehouse and production-related workflows. You can build up your own mobile application without mobile development knowledge. Each field and functionality is configurable inside ERP so you can adopt custom modules and even specialized vertical solutions. Simply said, MobileNAV is a new user-interface for Dynamics ERP, optimized for smartphones and tablets. You can access your real-time data and functions similarly to desktop clients. The offline capability allows continuing your work even without an active network connection.
Sell Smarter
Anytime, Anywhere
With MobileNAV
Sales Solution

The application fully supports the on-site online and offline sales, so all data can be recorded on site and important pieces of information will not be lost anymore.

- Improving Efficiency
- Instant Quotes And Order Entry
- Signature Capture
- Direct Printing
- Phone Book Integration
- Reporting Into PDF And Excel

For Service

Total Control On Field Service Activities

MobileNAV for Service is an outstanding solution for Field Service and Spare Part Logistics. Many automatic functions prevent delay of delivery and chaos of inventory management. It provides GPS Tracking and map integration for effective work.

- GPS Tracking With Map Integration
- Sophisticated Barcode Scanning
- Automatic Online/Offline Mode
- Text Based Direct Printing
- Built-in Device Capabilities
- Secured Communication

For Warehouse

Make Your WMS
More Efficient And Less Time Consuming

Scan, print, track, pick, put, classify or let’s say manage your warehouse effectively with existing equipment and MobileNAV. Our application and its features accelerate warehousing and keep processes running in the right way. It forces workers to follow the steps and avoid incorrect actions.

- Realtime Stock Information
- Limitless Barcode Reading
- Configurable Function Button
- Direct Label Printing
- State-Of-The-Art Item Tracking
- Fully Configurable & Customizable
High Pressure, Tight Deadlines, But Everything Goes Right

MobileNAV’s preconfigured solution helps you control all your production management activities. Using the Add-on, it’s possible to make the production workflows more trackable and transparent, and continuously and flexibly optimize them for increased customer demands.

Utilizing Business Logic Of Dynamics 365 Business Central
Easily Customizable
For Specific Needs
Additional functions on demand

Complex Projects Need Strict Responsibility Management

Putting MobileNAV in application for project management makes profitable business. The app navigates amongst functionalities of Business Central on your mobile devices.

Immediate Informations From The Production Units
Faster Tracking In The Core System
Manageable From The Production Zone
Sophisticated Barcode Scanning
Automatic Online/Offline Mode

Runs On Many Handy Platform

MobileNAV isn’t just customizable, but has many possibilities of installation on handheld devices.

Supports Direct Label Printing

The most of the label printers operates reliably with offline connection if MobileNAV sends text-based message directly to the printer.
Pre-configured Modules For

- Contact Management
- Customer, Vendor Management
- Task Management
- Sales Quotes / Order / W Return Order Creation
- Report Creation
- Posted Shipments / Invoices / Credit Memos / Return Receipts
- Item Management
- Warehouse Pick / Put-aways
- Warehouse Receives / Shipments
- Warehouse Movements
- Transfer Orders
- Item Reclass. Journals
- Physical Inventory Journals
- Service Task Management
- Production Journals
- Project Management

Benefits

For The Management
- Faster & smarter workflows
- Cheaper operation
- Role-based personalization
- Trackable activities
- Security and privacy

For The Operation
- Professional complementary app
- Automatic Online/Offline mode
- Platform and device independent
- Future proof developments
- Worldwide coverage

For The Field
- Easy to use in any conditions
- Intuitive user interface
- Sophisticated barcode reading
- Wide range of handheld input / output devices supported

Can be easily customized for the specific needs of the company
Can be extended with additional functionalities on demand
MobileNAV Clients And Add-on
For Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central and NAV
Countries MobileNAV Supported
For Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central

- United Kingdom
- Canada
- United States
- United Arab Emirates
- Australia
- New Zealand
- Indonesia
- South Africa
- Thailand
- Singapore
- Malaysia
- Austria
- Germany
- Switzerland
- Thailand
- Singapore
- Australia
- New Zealand

MobileNAV
ERP anywhere